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The volume of the article, including the abstract and the references, – 15 000 – 25 000
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•

The file name must contain the author's name and surname.

Article structure:
Title (centered)
Name and surname (centered), the following information should locate below:
• the name of the university (required); faculty, department (optional);
• city, country;
• e-mail;
• abstract (150–200 words);
• keywords (5–7 words);
• Bibliography (at least 7 items) is OBLIGATORY! It appears at the end of the article as soon as a
link to the source appears in the text. References to the corresponding source of the list of references
follow in the text in square brackets (for example: [1]).
The numbering of pages is indicated in the bibliographic list, but not in the text of the article. The
surnames of the authors should be indicated after the initials.
The list of sources should be translated into English. Transliteration is allowed only in the case of
impossibility of translating the titles of the publications.
The article should include the following parts:
I. Introduction

Substantive parts with their names, under numbering II, III, etc.
IV. Conclusion.
• The information about the author should be attached to the article, indicating surname, name,
patronymic, academic degree, position and place of work, phone number, e-mail.
Sample of the article in English is in the Appendix 1.
The conference proceedings in English are to be published after the conference.

Appendix 1
Sample of the article in English
Blind Teacher in Russia
Ivan Ivanov
Department of Theory and History of Music
Russian State Specialized Arts Academy
Moscow, Russia
E-mail: name@xyz.com
Abstract—The following article describes three main aspects blind foreign language teachers
encounter in their work…….
Keywords—blind teacher, foreign language teaching, adaptive technologies.
I. Introduction
Text, text, text, text……
II. The Perception of Blindness
Text, text, text, text…….
III. Technical Aspects
Text, text, text, text……
IV. Classroom Management Strategies
Text, text, text, text……
V. Conclusion
Text, text, text, text……
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